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Extended Z Fold
What you will need to recreate this project:
1 sheet A4 card
2 x 7.2 x 14.5cm embossed panels of
above card
Tacky glue & 3D pads
Card scraps, dies & machine to make
embellishments to decorate your project.

Assembling the project:
This is a really easy card base to produce & in my case very addictive to play
around with as there are just so many combinations!
Okay, so if you have a score board place the card horizontally across & score the
centre line at 14.8cm & the bi-fold line at 7.4cm, or measure & mark these score
lines manually.
To make the square shaped sample in the photograph I scored & folded the lines to
create a Z card & then used my guillotine to crop the bottom 6cm off, but you can
unfold the card & crop this manually just as easily, then I cut that strip in half to form
2 x 3cm wide strips.

Flip the strips over so the longest part of the z fold is uppermost (see diagram
above) & butt the first fold line up to the bi fold line on your folded base card (see
diagram below where the orange line is the base card & the black line one of the
strips).
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I positioned the top strip 2cm down from the top of the card & the second 2cm up
from the bottom & secured them both to the base card using Tacky glue. Add 3D
pads to both embossed panels & position one centrally on the front flap of the card,
covering the ends of the strips, & the down the leading edge of the inside back of
the card.

Above is how the inside of your card will look once you have added the embossed
panels.
I decorated the example with die cut flowers & panels, the largest scalloped circle
die at the back is a Spellbinders, the lace panel layered on to that was created from
a background die, cutting out the circle & then adding a frame, the main frilly flower
is a die set by Prima, & the smaller flowers was a cover gift die on a craft magazine
a while ago.

